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The Jesus Rehabʼs new full-length "The Zoo At Night” is full of
sweet, muscular garage pop. The Seattle band, who In April of
2012 put out their first record as a duo, have since played a ton
of excellent shows, benefits, and tours. Streamlined recently to a
two-piece, brothers Jared and Dominic consciously construct
songs that are gritty, raw, and honest. The brothers current goal
is to jump into a sea of screaming maniacs, and they continue to
make records that inspire madness in their audience, intending to
make this dream come true.
"The Zoo At Night" is that album. Their live shows have
always been athletic-art damage events as the two brothers feed
off of each others energy dancing and singing with their fans.
That is where you will find The Jesus Rehab "singing and
stomping until thereʼs nothing left but two brothers having a good
time as Seattleʼs most exclusive club” (Popstache.com).
“I honestly feel like itʼs the best title weʼve ever come up with,”
Jared says about the name of the new full-length. “We felt like the
lyrical content of the album is very much about childhood and the
music is dark yet playful, so we wanted something that reflected
that. The name is a reference to what we imagine the zoo at night
being when everyone leaves, this crazy place where all of the
animals hang out and let loose.” "The Zoo At Night" was
produced and engineered by David Miner, who had worked with
TJR on their previous EP "Drunken Hillbilly Bar Fight" as well.
In the last two years, The Jesus Rehab have rocked their way
through Seattle with gigs at mainstays including The Tractor
Tavern, The Crocodile, and Columbia City Theater. They have
also toured the West Coast multiple times, played shows at
SXSW in Austin, TX (2011 and 2012), Noise For The Needy, and
the Big Ass Boom Box Festival in Portland, OR. This past year,
The Jesus Rehab toured the Midwest, East Coast, and select
cities down the West Coast. They are releasing a new record in
the Spring 2014, called "The Zoo At Night", and plan to tour
extensively including stops throughout the western United States
in March 2014, including a return to SXSW. This will be the
band's third official release, and first LP since 2010.
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Mind Readers*
Lickin' My Wounds
Evil Eye*
Cannonball
Sallie
The Zoo At Night
Battle Scars
Power*
Family Portrait
Kaarin Keil
Vertigo

*Recommended Tracks
Album Release Date:
Tuesday, 2/4/2014
Dominic Cortese - Vox, Percussion
Jared Cortese - Lead Vox, Guitar, Piano
http://www.thejesusrehab.com/
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